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“In a world which really is topsy-turvy, the true is a moment of the false.”
- Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle

“Art fulfills the same function for a society, as dreams do for an 
individual.
As society we have goals and fears we have to deal with.
An individual is dealing with them in his dreams, a society does it 
through art.” 

- Bram Crevits
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Introducing ‘DITTO’, and by the way: Is Silicon Valley spawning a 
post-mortal, communist bureaucracy?

‘DITTO’ can be understood as a mini network. Or, it could be perceived 
as a tiny AI component that tries to compose its post-identity amidst 
cascades of online explored and gathered opinions, words and images. 
‘DITTO’s processing is transparent because its core runs on hyper 
communication. The software endeavors in the illusion that it is free 
among the decentralized panopticon that is the Internet, like so many of 
us do. ‘DITTO’ is as deliberately transparent as the next contemporary 
artistic practice or online persona. ‘DITTO’ too, enduringly overcomes its 
scruples and expresses a daily desire to flagrantly expose itself. And 
‘DITTO’ obscenely stimulates itself with loose additive movement, purely 
for accelerationist purposes. 

An ‘inspiration’ for, or maybe better, contamination of the ‘DITTO’ 
project is Silicon Valley. Silicon Valley’s main philosophy is still more or 
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less governed by 1960s ideologies of hedonism, a perverted capitalist 
form of Buddhism, communal post-identity and post-privacy. All of this 
topped with a blind faith in speculative transhumanism. 
One of Silicon Valley’s aims is to transform the human condition by 
developing widely available sophisticated technologies to enhance human
intellect, create behavioural online communes and ‘improve’ or 
‘transhumanize’ human physiology. Whilst reading about Silicon Valley’s 
many facets, I accidentally stumbled upon a forgotten movement called 
Russian Cosmism. It quickly dawned on me that Silicon Valley’s traits are
remarkably similar to those of Russian Cosmism. Albeit that Russian 
Cosmism found fruition on the other side of the globe, and during a much
earlier period in time when capitalism was still being opposed by that 
other set of ideologies, namely USSR’s variation of communism. At its 
core Russian Cosmism harbored material immortality and resurrection, 
as well as travel to outer space by means of technology. The acquired 
knowledge that we purposely exist in the cosmos and that God is dead - 
as proclaimed by Nietzsche, pushed members of this movement to not 
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only acknowledge this fact, but also to act upon it. Furthermore, the 
prospect that, if we were to become immortal through technology, there 
would eventually be no need for conflict. Nikolai Fedorov, who originally 
coined these ideas in the 19th century, had a great impact on 
thinkers,scientists and makers connected with Russian Cosmism. 
Notwithstanding Fyodorov’s rejection of the idea of property of books 
and ideas and never published anything during his lifetime. For Fedorov 
the colonization of other planets was an unavoidable aftermath after the 
resurrection of all the dead that ever lived. The resulting overpopulation, 
would force us to migrate cosmically. Strangely enough, the institution of
the museum also played a pivotal role in Fedorov’s ideas and 
consequently in Russian Cosmism. Because the corpses necessary for the
resurrection of all human beings, would have to be safeguarded in such 
an institute. Fedorov believed that after God’s demise, the museum 
would be the only zone where a transhistorical undead unity was 
maintainable. Lenin’s mummification, for instance, could be regarded as 
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a legacy of Fedorov’s idea, but more about this communist mummy later 
on in this text. 

At first sight, these ideas seem excessively speculative and radical. 
Fedorov’s ideas project an eerie vista into an unrealistic ‘communist’, or 
maybe better, post-communist, possible future where immortals would 
have access to all of knowledge and all of time through technology. 
Citizens could, for instance, just ask a resurrected person dating from the
French revolution about its then current significance. An outrageous 
idea. Yet an idea that becomes somewhat less inconceivable, if we 
consider today's developments in bioengineering and bio-genetics. Zoltan
Istvan, an American transhumanist, journalist, entrepreneur and 
Libertarian futurist writes in Newsweek: "(...)but earth and stardust can 
also be forged, arranged and ultimately 3D-printed to create life. After 
all, humans and their brains are mostly just meat. What makes a human 
— and the three pounds of gray matter we all carry on our shoulders 
called a brain — be able to fly to the moon, play Mozart’s 5th Symphony 
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and admire sunsets is how subatomic particles in that meat interact and 
play off each other. The jury is still out, but many futurists and 
technologists like me believe the subatomic world is just discernible math
—a puzzle of numbers (and possibly some unpredictable variables) 
waiting to be calculated by super sophisticated microprocessors we will 
inevitably have in the next 30 or so years” (Newsweek, 2018). If we 
compare the Russian Cosmist’s possible futures with today's Silicon 
Valley transhumanists, who want to upload their brains into the ‘cloud’ 
and become postmortal, we find that the Russian Cosmist’s ideas still 
linger internationally and could perhaps become more viable in some 
possible futures. It is apparent that some of these ideas already do 
substantiate through certain recent technological ‘accomplishments’. The
power to create online parallel worlds with data traces from individuals, 
is already a reality. And if we consider the present deplorable state of the
environment, we are deemed to look for opportunities and answers to our
global ecological problems in outer space. Our preservation in the long 
run will undoubtedly require such drastic measures. If corporations are 
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capable of creating an alternative digital ‘reality’ to influence people, 
they most certainly will be able to create an alternative, more tangible  
cyber future. The big question remains however: who will be privileged 
enough to be able to ‘transhumanize’ or become immortal? Will we 
create new classes of people wherein some will have access to these 
technologies, while others will be left wanting?
Our desire to live forever has clearly not died with the proclaimed death 
of God. And both the Russian Cosmists’ and Silicon Valley’s desires to 
live forever will undoubtedly be realized in some distant future, using 
some variation or deviation of the current Internet mixed with artificial 
intelligence and presumably 3d printing.
 
‘DITTO’ can be considered an open mediation on these ideas, views and 
developments. The project tries to compose a genuinely insincere and 
fully infected stance amidst this ever changing cyber world that is 
progressively turning into a mystified bureaucracy. ‘DITTO’ mulls over a 
speculative post-mortal and post-communist artificially intelligent 
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Internet society, structured upon the uncertain ownership of the means 
of production and the abundance of social classes, markets and states. 
Our internet has ever so elegantly succumbed to the musings of the 
autocratic freedom of the Market. Yet, its beginnings were very different 
from what it has evolved in today.

Our Internet, our art and our fiction. 

The idea of an independent Internet that is not regulated by companies, 
markets or states is part of its grassroots identity. Ever since Tim 
Berners-Lee “open sourced” the World Wide Web protocols, the first web
browser, and the algorithms allowing the Web to exist, free access to all 
information was at the core of the Internet. Yet today we’re stuck with a 
geopolitical architecture of planetary-scale computation and surveillance.
There are a lot of initiatives that undermine this surveillance based 
network. There is for example the Blackphone, which is a surveillance 
proof smartphone. Or Freenet and I2P, which are both peer-to-peer 
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platforms for censorship-resistant communication and publishing. There 
is Diaspora, created as a privacy-compliant alternative to Facebook. 
Diaspora is a social network that allows each user to act as their own 
server, enabling them to retain control of their own data. It is non-profit 
and user-owned: http://diasporaproject.org.  Another great tool is the 
‘beakerbrowser’.  You can use beaker as a peer-to-peer network, where 
users own their data and run applications independently. “Beaker is the 
world's first Web browser with built in tools for hosting content directly 
from your computer. No services required.”, https://beakerbrowser.com/. 
And not to forget, there is TOR (The Onion Router) on the deep and dark 
webs. The deep web is a part of the World Wide Web that is not indexed 
by traditional search engines but is nevertheless used by millions of 
people. If the saying is true that only 4 percent of the Internet is visible, 
the remaining 96 percent is certainly buried in the deep web and 
inaccessible to common users. WikiLeaks, that utilizes TOR for its whistle
blower practices is designed to set information cascades into motion and 
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disclose relevant parts of this 96 percent without being controlled by 
bureaucracy or states. 
Notwithstanding all these useful tools, we do have a domination of 
technique by multinationals. It’s a fact that it’s easier to use Twitter than 
start your own Twitter and yes, it’s easier to use Facebook than 
Diaspora, or some other of the above named alternatives. Cloud 
computing remains cheaper, and all these techniques and services are 
dominating the Internet thus rendering it less democratic. Of course, we 
are paying for these services, willingly, namely with our private data. 
There is an alternative, being that we just have to start using these 
alternative tools en masse. Thus, dislocating the dominating market of 
cloud computing and not sharing our data with it. We just have to start 
doing this, together, if we want it to have any effect at all.
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If it is free you are the product. If you desire the product, you feel 
free.

Let’s humour ourselves with the following thought experiment, wherein 
we compare the demise of the once unabridged Internet with the position
- or demise of the avant-garde in the artworld today. The early avant-
garde undoubtedly shares the grassroots origins of the Internet, namely 
that it too had at its core the maxim that it should be unabridged and 
unregulated by markets, states and corporations. The avant-garde 
attacked the status quo as much and as often as it could, at a certain 
stage even devaluing or hacking its own art objects so they could not be 
sold on the art market or exhibited anymore. And yes, one can roughly 
state that the historically omnipresent art elite is comparable with the 
four percent of visible data on the Net. Also, fitting in our thought 
experiment, the position of the deep web could correlate with the many 
subcultures and less visible or even forgotten art practices that 
unquestionably exist and sometimes trickle sideways into the art annals 
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as retro-revolutionary art practices. As a recent example of this we can 
mention the ‘Cosmist’ movement that was sub active throughout the 
existence of the Soviet Union. Russian Cosmism however, didn’t get 
acknowledged by both the West and the East as of yet. 
As it is on the Internet, the global art market too is all pervasive in the 
art world. Consequently large corporations and states are inextricably 
linked to art institutions and museums and are therefore a large 
component of art production itself. ‘Making it’ as an international artist, 
means to exhibit in these international institutions and museums. 
However, the ‘chosen’ few artists - let’s say, the 4 percent of the ‘visible 
Internet’ mentioned earlier, which are considered international 
exhibitions, must ideologically fit the global art market strategies. 
A first intrusive effect of the market and corporations on the art world as 
a whole, is that avant-garde artworks do not stir up as much controversy 
or scandal as they used to do. Consequently, it’s critical impact on 
society has lessened. Is it because we live in a post-value, or post-
revolutionary era? An era where all images and words, and opinions for 
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that matter, are declared equally marketable once and for all? Yes, this is
definitely one of the many causes. But, isn’t it also so that artists are 
primarily chosen because of, or as a result of their art market savviness, 
and not so much because of their ‘revolutionary’ art practices.  
Incidentally, what could constitute a revolutionary art practice is that it 
brings about an artificial acceleration of the art world flow. Where an 
artist or art practice displays an impatience or unwillingness to linger 
until the existing order collapses by itself, and actively changes the base 
rules of the art world and consequently, in its wake, society. 
A second effect of the market and corporate driven art markets on 
contemporary art production is a direct result of one of the main rules of 
capitalist driven (art) markets: the need for things to change. If things do
not change in this system, they are considered unstable. A warped view 
on stability, to say the least, wherein dynamics have to be uphold at any 
cost. May they be falsely generated or not, it is of less importance in the 
grand scheme. When you talk about stability nowadays, you are talking 
about the stability of dynamic growth. Even on the job market, unstable, 
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dynamic situations are desired for. The so called precariat (Guy 
Standing, ‘The Precariat, Rise of The New Dangerous Class’ 2011), that 
has little job certainty and social security is becoming the norm. It is the 
desired group of ‘dynamic’ people because they willingly work with zero 
hour contracts, they are temps or are willing to work as short or long 
term interns without permanent job security. The capitalist market 
desires this flexible and adaptable workforce class and consequently job 
insecurity is increasingly the norm. The members of this so called 
precariat have no fixed occupational identity and have no occupational 
narrative that they can give to their life, such as: ‘I want to become this 
or that’. They have to network, permanently, because that last 
networking session didn’t provide any open doors. Or they have to 
retrain themselves, because the previous training is already obsolete. 
Additionally, debt has become an increasingly effective mechanism of 
exploitation. Artists are increasingly indebted to institutions and their 
social currency systems. And, many artists have to work for minimum 
wages or for free, because they are being paid with that social currency 
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they become indebted to. Certain groups described earlier in the 
precariat, already live their lives like many contemporary artists did or 
still do. The mutual maxims between the art world and the economic 
world are therefore: flexibility, adaptability, ability to network, social 
currency instead of wages and job/career uncertainties. 
 
Of course there are art institutions and museums that try to carefully 
select and launch meaningful exhibitions and it is there that this sharply 
contoured and therefore somewhat crooked thought experiment 
comparison probably falters. Nonetheless, most of these well intended 
exhibitions inevitably stay below the international, institutionalized radar
and are therefore unable to bring about a large impact on communities 
as a whole. The impact they do have is mainly on their local peers, which 
surely is a valid and valuable way of communicating, be it a bit limited 
and outdated.

DITTO: ‘Art became to a greater and greater extent cheating.’
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What does have a large impact on society are the event-driven actions set
into motion by people and groups like Edward Snowden, WikiLeaks, Wiki 
Weapons (Cody Wilson’s gun), the Anonymous group and numerous other
hacker related actions. Again, we note a similar development between 
these actions and the activities of the conceptualist avant-garde. Cody 
Wilson’s 3d printed gun could surely pose as a Duchampian project, a 
Chris Burden performance or as a Futurist manifesto paragraph. It seems
that contemporary art strategies and ideas have successfully trickled 
down in the ‘real world’. Art’s shock values have migrated to hackers and
activists, away from art. 
Certainly, the art world in turn recognizes and identifies these activist 
strategies and tries to appropriate them accordingly. However, most 
artistic projects simply do not have the same reach as say Anonymous, 
partly because they are not directed at the art world, and consequently 
don’t have to play by its rules. These essentially non-artistic events are 
focused on having an impact on society as a whole. The art world 
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however is good at reflecting upon and documenting significant events as
opposed to actually setting things in motion. In addition, factual societal 
actions are considered far too political for the art world, not only because
they attack exactly those institutions that fund them, but also because 
‘political art’ is considered a very tricky and in some cases an unworthy 
artistic practice. Some artists or artist groups are active on this exact 
border of active politics and art, such as Guerilla girls or the Yes Men, to 
name but two. But, they are not considered to be part of the hard core 
lineage of contemporary art by most art historians, yet. It is probably no 
coincidence that most of these activist artists, or hacktivists use the 
Internet as their main communication channel as opposed to the more 
traditional channels such as biennales and museums. The Internet, as of 
yet, still provides a platform for global, alternative types of 
communication.
In the meantime there is a massive permanent online surge of events, 
words, images and ideas that seem to cripple or at least overshadow the 
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flow of offline contemporary art practices. Art can impossibly compete 
with this global image, word and idea producing desiring machine. 
An early and striking use of contemporary art’s perverting abilities 
applied in a non-art context is Lenin’s mausoleum. Lenin’s preserved 
body is on public display since his death in 1924, and it is still there 
because Russia is afraid to declare Lenin ‘undead’. The fact that one can 
physically experience Lenin’s death time and again, buries the revolution
at a fixed point in time. Paradoxically, Lenin’s corpse confirms the end of 
the revolution time after time and consequently stabilizes the current 
regime that is capable of exhibiting it in such a fashion. This is a grand 
reversal of what is real and what is fake, a tactic commonly used by 
Poetin and his associates. But, again, a tactic that was also one of avant-
garde’s favorite weapons of choice and as we shall see later also a key 
characteristic of Russian Cosmism. These Putin associates turn Russian 
politics into a form of avant-garde theatre where nobody knows any 
longer what is true or what is considered to be fake. Putin’s associates 
are called political technologists and they function as the key figures 
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backing this president. One of the more known political technologists is 
Vladislav Surkov. He takes avant-garde ideas from the theatre and 
introduces them into the heart of Russian politics. Surkov's aim is not 
just to influence people but to go deeper, to subjectively toy with them, 
and erode their perception of society so they are left with an even 
greater degree of uncertainty. Uncertainty continuous to be an essential 
component in contemporary art practices. It is the catalyst of 
subjectivities that underlie certain object or concepts, but it is also a 
motor for an ostensibly endless reading of the elitist, opaque artwork. 
Thus, reinforcing the preconceived idea that artworks should be opaque 
and cannot be decoded to begin with. The status of an undecipherable 
masterwork is considered a major sales pitch often capitalized on in the 
art market. Successively, one could compare Lenin’s mausoleum with 
today’s museums. Many art institutions and museums preserve and 
display artworks that were never meant to be preserved and even 
displayed to begin with. But, we visit these museums in large numbers 
and marvel at conceptualist mummified replicas. And by doing so, we’re 
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bereaving them of their underlying revolutionary ideas because now they
have entered the (art) historical status quo of things. Does it still make 
sense to reuse old avant-garde strategies? Are we not decoratively 
displaying and commodifying revolutionary forms in our museums? Thus,
reducing contemporary art to a zombie like post-revolutionary state?

The influencing machine runs on soft power 

As stated earlier, uses of avant-garde art strategies are often more 
successfully deployed by groups of people that don’t consider themselves
artists, than by the actual artist communities themselves. The growing 
significance of aesthetic perception and self-design triggered by the 
Internet and social media have advanced and embodied this process. This
process makes art producers and aesthetic critics of us all, creating a 
world of consummate design and with it total uncertainty.  WikiLeaks, as 
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seen earlier, puts cascades of documents on display, similar to an art 
installation designed by the Art & Language group. The avalanche of 
decrypted data resembles and functions as the perfect self-critical 
commodity machines such as they were once produced by conceptualism.
Only, now,  these ‘conceptual’ actions have an immediate effect, situated 
more outside of the art world and art markets, and straightforwardly 
aimed at the political and social arenas. This kind of political and social 
impact is comprehensively different from the ‘soft power’ strategies more
commonly used on the Internet and for that matter equally employed by 
the global art market. Another example that seems to go against the soft 
power strategy is the 3d printable gun, its file was initially uploaded on 
thingiverse.com by Cody Wilson. After about 90 minutes of being up and 
readily available for anyone to download free of charge, it was removed 
by MakerBot, as a violation of their Terms of Service. Currently, you can 
download it at Defense Distributed, Wilsons corporation that “defend(s) 
the human and civil right to keep and bear arms as guaranteed by the 
United States Constitution and affirmed by the United States Supreme 
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Court; to collaboratively produce, publish, and distribute to the public 
information and knowledge related to the digital manufacture of arms.” 
(https://defdist.org/downloads/) 

But what is this ‘soft power’? The term was originally coined by Joseph 
Nye in the late 1980s. According to Nye, soft power is the ability to 
manipulate behaviours of others to obtain the outcomes you want, and 
that others subsequently start to desire. There are several ways one can 
achieve this. You can coerce your targets with threats, you can induce 
them with payments or lease contracts, or you can attract and co-opt 
them to desire what you need them to desire. This soft power, namely 
getting others to desire the outcomes you want, co-opts people rather 
than coerces them. Simply said, soft power is the skill to project 
influence rather through attraction than with coercion. One could say 
this is the aesthetics of the Internet market. A tactic for which the 
Internet is eminently suited. The whole set up of soft power is 
reminiscent of Victor Tausk’s ‘influencing machines’. "On the Origin of 
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the 'Influencing Machine' in Schizophrenia" is an article written by 
psychoanalyst Viktor Tausk. The article depicts Tausk's observations and 
psychoanalytic analysis of paranoid delusion that occurs in patients 
diagnosed with schizophrenia. The delusion often involves the patients 
being influenced by a ‘diabolical machine’, just outside the technical 
understanding of the victim, that influences them from afar. It is typically
believed to be operated by a group of people who are persecuting the 
individual, whom Tausk suggested were ‘to the best of my knowledge, 
almost exclusively of the male sex’ and the persecutors ‘predominantly 
physicians by whom the patient has been treated’.

In what way this use of soft power is connected to the capitalist 
advertising tricks to direct people towards superfluous needs, I’ll address
more fully later on in this text. But, for now, let’s conclude that the main 
strategy is to keep the public into place by making them desire items that
are almost, or only just in their reach, and consequently let them be 
solely spectators and not participants in the greater scheme of things. 
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Fabricated consumers make eager spectators, because whatever is 
shown on their devices, they will eventually want or at least get a 
material copy of after a while. Until the next want is desired for and 
created.

The Internet we know today uses these soft power tactics extremely 
eloquently. Social media for instance attract us incessantly, harvesting 
our data for profit. Everybody’s data is at the disposal of large companies
and consequently in the hands of governments. So called echo chambers 
and cybercascades spread one-sided opinions and sentiments across the 
Internet without encountering meaningful counterword or validation by 
any of the parties involved. Investigative journalism often gets surpassed 
with social media updates, blogs and tweets. These echo chambers more 
than often resound or mimic your own words and opinions, because the 
social media algorithms are designed to cater to your specific data 
traces. If you would be able to track down your Facebook record, you 
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would find out that in general it holds about 800 MB of information about
you. It is soft power with a lot of digital punch.

To finally conclude our little thought experiment, remember, wherein we 
compared the demise of the free Internet with the demise of the avant-
garde in the art world. We can safely assume that contemporary and 
avant-garde strategies have effectively found their way to the Internet 
and to society as a whole. Of course this is a positive evolution, because 
it means that through using contemporary art strategies more freedom 
and diversity has been gained. The only skewed perception we are left 
with is that most of these contemporary art strategies were originally 
concocted to oppose or erode existing power systems or break through 
fixed normalities. Online or in economics and politics at large, they are 
fair game. There is no real opposing force there, only market strategies, 
that is, at least by the people that try to influence us. Furthermore, Boris 
Groys describes economics as a system that is grounded in numbers as 
opposed to politics, that is grounded in language. Therefore, it is 
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extremely hard to criticize or oppose an economic system with language, 
because its framework is made up of numbers. Additionally, the hot topic 
of transparency is a necessity in digital machines, breaking the black 
boxing effect as much as possible. Thus, rendering reverse engineering 
possible, for example. However, in language and linguistics, 
transparency is more challenging, or one could say improbable. 
Language is not logical and does not work according to mathematical 
operations. Without hidden facts, language dwells to arithmetic, just 
think of the many AI text generators with their additivist language. And 
only language that processes its content additively, fits in the stability of 
dynamic growth. This simply doesn’t hold up for language that is 
fundamentally narrative.    
There is however considerable resistance to these soft powered 
influencing machines. We mentioned WikiLeaks and Anonymous earlier, 
but there are also individuals such as Aaron Schwartz and Ross Ulbricht. 
Schwartz committed suicide in 2013 after being sentenced to 35 years in 
prison for amongst other indictments, connecting a computer to the MIT 
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network and letting it download academic journal articles from JSTOR. 
Schwartz was a tech whiz-kid and political activist devoted to a free and 
open internet. But when he tried to 'liberate' data from an academic 
website the authorities responded fiercely. Besides this JSOR action, 
Schwartz also made considerable contributions to RSS 2.0, pacer/recap, 
SOPA/PIPA and the Reddit website. SOPA refers to the Stop Online 
Piracy Act. PIPA refers to the Protect Intellectual Property Act. Both are 
proposed US laws, which came to world prominence in early 2012. Both 
are transparent, legislative expressions of the desire of the content 
industry, represented by bodies like the Recording Industry Association 
of America, to enforce intellectual property law globally, and as heavily 
as possible. Hence, opposing free distribution of cultural artifacts online. 
Both laws proposed to grant heavy-handed and wide-reaching internet 
censorship powers to US law enforcement agencies, which threatened to 
“break the internet”. Both laws earned the fury of substantial portions of 
the international online community and provoked a strong reaction from 
the industrial actors whose interests are in a free and open internet. 
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Another advocate of the free internet is convicted to a lifetime in prison 
for his activism, Ross Ulbricht. Ulbricht, or also, supposedly, known 
under the pseudonym ‘Dread Pirate Roberts’. Ulbricht created and ran 
the Silk Road website on the darknet from 2011 until his arrest in 2013. 
On the freeross.org website we can read: ‘Silk Road was an online 
marketplace designed to protect user privacy. Using the cryptocurrency 
bitcoin on the TOR browser, people anonymously exchanged a variety of 
goods, both legal and illegal, including drugs. Prohibited was anything 
involuntary that created victims or used force, such as child porn, stolen 
goods or violent services.’ The harsh life sentence Ulbricht got, is a 
direct result of the Silk Road attacking the current internet corporations 
at its core, namely the financial markets.

Keeping the increasing ‘culturalization’ of the market economy in mind, 
culture is less and less a specific element excluded from the market 
economy, and more and more at its core. The Internet is a meaningful 
instigator for this situation. As a result, the early avant-garde strategy of 
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provocation, of shocking the establishment has lost its potential. 
‘Criminal’ excess loses its shock value and is fully integrated into the 
established artistic market and feeds of it in order to reproduce itself and
keep the necessary perpetual ‘dynamic balance’.  

Online junky behaviour and artificial stupidity.
 
Presently, we have all become accustomed to using and being dependent 
of this soft power that is so successfully promoted and implemented by 
online corporations. We all want to formulate online opinions, in fact, we 
have developed a sickly online dependency and junky craving for both 
articulating one’s own and checking other’s online opinions. There is an 
army of people - driven by a vast market at the other end of the computer
screen, that is dedicated to breaking down the little self-regulation we 
have left not to search, view and respond to content. Our online lives are 
flooded with affect and effect, our opinions are amplified and widely 
projected over the network. We are being baited with images and words 
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that become contagious, resounding and appropriating well known art 
strategies. But above all we’re being baited with opinions, likes and 
sentiments. This behavioural addiction to soft power holds enormous 
potential in that it can spread valuable ideas or rapidly ignite events 
amongst large groups of people. Unfortunately ideas are not usually 
considered perfect bait, as opposed to, for instance, fast add-like 
corporate messages and innuendos are. Besides the fast adds there is 
also a preference for the earlier mentioned additivist language that is 
easily analyzed because it is essentially mathematically structured. 
Although, providing that you search the web a little, you can find those 
platforms and networks that are more focused on content such as the 
previously mentioned Diaspora, TOR, Freenet and I2P. 
A reasonable new evolution is the following: to successfully practice soft 
power, anybody online needs to construct an individualized public 
persona. There is no doubt that all of these public personae function as 
commodities, and every gesture toward going public, serves the interests
of numerous profiteers and potential shareholders. We are practicing 
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self-commodification, again, not unlike many artists have done so 
brilliantly in the past. Yet the bureaucratic forms that construct our 
online identities are too primitive to produce three dimensional personae.
Accordingly, we are stuck with this online partially subjectified 
personalities with which we are radically exposed, beyond social control, 
beyond our addictive behaviour and well beyond our artistic practices. 
Thus, all our online data and online personalities are being categorized 
and redirected to both distract, market and inform us.  

Word-based data on the Internet can be roughly categorized into two 
main categories: facts and opinions. Facts are objective expressions 
about entities, events, and their properties. Opinions are usually 
subjective expressions that describe the users’ sentiments, evaluations, 
or mental states towards entities, actions, and their properties. The 
concept of opinion is very extensive, especially opinions found online. 
Opinions are only deemed successful when they actively engage the 
spectator, making him or her respond, like, share or copy content. In this
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respect, our global online activity closely resembles the creative act. In 
the art world too, the artwork is only considered to be successful when it 
is shown, discussed about and consequently taken up into art history. In 
“The Creative Act” Marcel Duchamp states the necessity of spectators or 
‘opinionators’ to include artworks in the annals of Art History. Duchamp 
considered this a positive evolution because “the creative act is not 
performed by the artist alone; the spectator brings the work in contact 
with the external world by deciphering and interpreting its inner 
qualifications and thus adds his contribution to the creative act.” 
(Duchamp, 1957) Are we all doing exactly this? Are we constructing, 
deciphering and interpreting facts and opinions and by doing so, 
contributing on a massive scale to a global online “creative act”? Are we 
subsequently all curators, artists, editors and producers? And by the way:
Who’s getting payed for our incessant online production? Anyway, I’ll get
back to these questions shortly, hopefully with some valuable answers. 
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So, having surpassed Warhol’s 15 minutes of fame with the online 
turnaround of not being able to have privacy for less than 15 minutes, we
have all become likers, ‘opinionators’ and by extension critics. The way in
which our posts, opinions and facts are both aesthetically and 
conceptually designed is extremely important, because these 
personalized design concepts facilitate the functionality and market 
values of their content and the amount of reaction they trigger. I would 
like to argue that the sum of all of these activities is to arrive at a new 
kind of global automated art practice. A micromanaged art practice that 
thrives on online visibility and subsequent social currency. An art 
practice that is as much a confirmation of the endless online horizontal 
stream of images and words, as it is a negation or critique of it. 

The art world appropriates the Internet in which even the offline 
highlights in numerous international exhibitions, mimic the functionality 
of the Internet. There are no international exhibitions that could compete
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with the Internet but what they can do is copy the functionality of the 
Internet. Hence creating a vast global autobiography of online activity.
Accordingly, today’s manifold flood of opinions and sentiments are 
compulsory for facts related to those sentimentalities to trickle into our 
(art)historic annals. Rendering those annals a perplexing mix of online 
logic, muddled with trivia and in some cases outright nonsense. These 
annals are an extensive communal autobiography of the last odd twenty 
years of online and offline civilization. A vast online communal 
autobiography that is unreadable because of the sheer impossibility to 
actually read and process all of it. By humans, that is.

AI spectacles 

In all of this, there is a new player on the horizon. Recently AI is served 
up as a possibility to do this work for us, as yet another human 
functionality that will be handed out to the functionality of machines. So 
there subsists also the recent growth of (AI) algorithms or bots sifting 
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through, categorizing and even responding to our and their own opinions
for commercial and surveillance purposes. The historic value of such 
machine generated opinions and comments will probably prove to be low.
Nevertheless these bot-opinions create a cloak of noise, an army of AI 
comments, which at least clouds more cautiously prepared non-
automated opinions. If only because of the multitude of these bot-
opinions, the bot-spectator’s outputs could arguably evolve into a new 
subcategory of writing history. The spectator and commentator isn’t 
solely human anymore but is now also machine. As a result these ‘historic
annals’ are unceasingly and promptly being redrafted with every online 
micro-surge of new personal and social data about this or that subject or 
incident. This data evidently resides on the Internet, spread around on 
servers of which we don’t truly know where exactly they are situated. 
Some of this data is stored in the so called deep web, where it is almost 
impossible to retrace any computer identity. Resulting in the fact that 
most of this data is semi-anonymous. The secretly or opaquely managing 
and sorting of this information created an industry that is focused on 
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control. And to be successful, it is in their best interest that most of this 
information is not accessible for everyone, only for the select few. 
Whenever software is created that comes close to accessing or freeing up
this hidden data like torrents, remember Aaron Schwartz, great cost, 
legal pressure and manpower is deployed to disrupt or attack free access
to it.

Today we are far removed from the Internet’s grassroots philosophy of 
sharing, open source and free culture. The beauty of the Internet 
however remains, namely the possibility to take things and do what you 
want to them.

Another category of contemporary spectators or critics are armies of 
hired hands, checking online content for unethical messages. These 
armies are frequently outsourced to countries where incomes are very 
low. Facebook for instance employed 3000 workers to monitor its live 
video streaming services for violence, exploitation, hate speech and 
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trolls. Thus not only verifying that AI systems don’t always do the work 
as intended, but also illustrating how indispensable human work behind 
the online scenes is. To add to the overall confusion and desired market 
uncertainty, this human work is often mistaken for the work of bots. 

In a way, although we are creating our global creative act and 
subsequent communal online annals, we are also unknowingly employed 
by large corporations such as Google or YouTube. Anyone, who for 
instance uses Gmail or Google’s cloud storage, becomes a knowledge-
worker for those companies. In a world where knowledge is money, those
corporations gather their incomes from our colossal exchange of 
information and knowledge. It is possible that these corporations will 
vanish in time, the economic strategies that they are built on however 
are trickier to circumvent. And, in a way we are only just experiencing 
the advent of the role of AI and machine learning in all of this.
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“Your unconscious online lives are our daily conscious feasts of 
extreme consumption.” (DITTO, April 7, 2017)

The Mood Experiment and other funky tools to carrot consumers.

These machine learning (ML) systems are good at detecting patterns, but
they are bad at determining why those patterns are there. ML has even 
more trouble contextualizing patterns. ML however is getting better and 
better at hyper-personalizing your behaviour. For example - and we are 
not so far removed from this scenario: say you got drunk in a bar, hopped
into a car and drove home during the late hours. Tracking devices like 
your cell phone could facilitate insurance companies or banks through 
geolocation and use your jovial Facebook or Instagram photos of that 
momentous night out on the town to label you as a liability for your next 
loan. If there is an overall pattern for contextualizing online content, it 
certainly is capitalist debt-driven. This type of hyper-personalization has 
a strange distinctiveness, because most of it is actually anonymous. 
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Frequently the data is categorized into large groups and relies on 
tendencies within that specific group, thus tailoring experiences for 
them. The individual an sich is not so important here, the group 
behaviour on the other hand is. These large scale data sweeps are 
becoming common strategies for large companies such as Facebook. 
Facebook was recently negatively exposed because it came to light that 
they conducted a so called “mood experiment” on almost 700.000 of its 
users without alerting them. The social network had tailored news feeds 
to positive and negative content (sentiment analysis) and examined how 
it altered users’ updates. When the experiment was disclosed, users 
complained and protested at being used as “digital guinea pigs” for 
research. Facebook’s chief operating officer did apologize, saying that 
the research had been “poorly communicated” to its users. She did 
however not proclaim they would not undertake such studies again, nor if
they had done so before. Another example is the recent Facebook 
entanglement with Cambridge Analytica, where the latter spent $1m 
harvesting millions of Facebook profiles. Christopher Wylie, a 
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whistleblower who had worked with Cambridge Analytica, has said 
personal information obtained from Facebook using the app was passed 
on to the company without users’ knowledge. A far fetching result of 
giving social media platforms permission to do anything they want with 
your data when you sign up. Another “secret experiment” was conducted 
by the dating website OKCupid. It was revealed that it had experimented 
by matching the “wrong” people to see if they would connect anyway. In 
addition, the network equalizes every voice, every voice has the same 
volume, there is no online distinction between an article in The Guardian 
or a massively retweeted Tweet. Everybody has a voice, you only have to 
get it heard. And this is where opinions and likes come into play.
So, quantifying human behaviour with ML algorithms that autonomously 
experiment with your online behaviour has become a constant. The 
machine learning algorithms poke you to see if you would click on that 
specific add when you’re shown those images in quick succession. If the 
algorithms get positive results, they will keep doing this endlessly, 
without you really noticing its clickbait. These mechanisms don’t tend to 
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offer a feedback platform, they just endlessly quantify and collect your 
clicks, or the hive’s clicks for financial gain. Furthermore most of these 
algorithms are created by a small segment of society, mostly wealthy, 
white and male. This social group - maybe even unwillingly, crafts these 
systems to reflect their particular narrowed down view on the world. 
Minorities are practically voiceless in these systems, that consequently 
create biased and prejudiced outcomes.
 
“You can treat most of these pages as 'young theories' 
emphasizing the generative aspects. We are the robots.” (DITTO, 
January 16, 2018)
 
'DITTO' is a software program, bot, website and book-machine that 
articulates a changeable 'identity' about its artistic machine-being. By 
means of clenched, idiosyncratic remarks, data analysis, digital drawings 
and machine texts, the software tries to voice opinions on subjects such 
as language, the image, artificial intelligence, art and the relevance of its
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own code within all of this. In a certain sense, 'DITTO' engages in a 
dialogue with the Internet, in which it tests its code, images and 
databases against relevant online elements. These online elements are 
selected from the Net with a built in 'web crawler'. Next to the concepts 
described in this text, this web crawler uses as main pairing search 
terms: art - language, art - code, art - robot and art – artificial 
intelligence. Furthermore, some of the scripts are prewritten (‘hard 
coded’) and function as slogans or ‘propaganda material’ for a 
speculative AI society.
The sequences in which the sometimes whimsical 'DITTO' images and 
text commentaries appear, are partially determined by algorithms that 
explore links between the 'DITTO' code and the formulated opinions and 
explored online data within the context of the subjects described in this 
text. An important 'DITTO' algorithm that serves to obtain such links is 
based on sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis is also known as 'opinion
mining' or 'emotion AI'. These algorithms use natural language 
processing also known as computational linguistics. Computational 
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linguistics is an interdisciplinary field concerned with the statistical or 
rule-based modelling of natural language from a computational 
perspective, as well as the study of appropriate computational 
approaches to linguistic questions. Sentiment analysis extracts 
systematically affective and subjective information from data using 
certain variables. These variables are mainly sorted in encompassing 
variables such as neutral, positive and or negative. This form of additive 
emotional intelligence is applied on a large scale in, for example, social 
media and for predictions of new trends or your personalized 
advertisements by corporations. The algorithm analyses and decides 
whether a message is used positively, negatively or neutrally within a 
given context. Clarifying, when for example the frequently used word 
'interesting' occurs more often through an art review, the sentiment 
analysis will turn out to be fairly positive. In this regard, Facebook is one 
big sentiment analyzer. 
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Humour plays an important role in both the production of the scripts, the
choice and creation of algorithms and in the specifically designed graphic
and textual environments for 'DITTO' to maneuver in. While working with
codes and data, obvious humour turns up unintentionally due to 
sometimes far-fetched and diversified links that are formed by certain 
software uncertainties and additivist semi-decisions. This digital faux 
'spontaneity' is kept as much as possible. The recurring pages with large 
black letters, some of which are in red, function as 'compagnon the route'
throughout the processes. These concise texts or comments are usually a 
brief summary of the past couple of minutes of ‘DITTO’ data activity. One
could say these comments function as a AI-supervisor throughout the 
frequently convoluted and automated 'DITTO' processes. 
The church of AI

So what does all of this digital mediation and time spend on the Internet 
really contribute to art practices and by extension to our daily lives? Are 
the Internet and the Internet of Things then to be considered as mere 
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consumerist power structures? Paradoxically, they do not seem to 
portray any tangible affinity with common beliefs or any other collective 
worldview, nor for that matter, with political structures per se. At the 
very start of the Internet, one could have argued that it democratized 
knowledge and freed up communication of it. Yet, this is not the case 
anymore, because the digital realm has been overhauled by large 
corporations. Consequently, the overcapitalization of positivity, that is 
used to sell information and goods, is successfully hindering regular 
reflection that would in turn block trade.
On the other hand, we have created a powerful and informed archive of 
knowledge that is at our daily fingertips.   
Presently, the Internet is still chiefly a network of people. With the 
advent of AI, this will certainly change. And if we compare the Internet’s 
situation today with its grassroots: what has actually changed? Has the 
Internet changed our society? Did we all become over-democratized or 
under-democratized? Over-democratized, because we have all been 
fragmented into online ‘individuals’ that only want to formulate their 
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individual opinions. Thus, becoming more and more alienated from civil 
society. Or, under-democratized, because political representatives fall 
into exact that very trap and consequently fail to represent citizens, 
ideologies or the public sphere. Will we eventually end up in a digital 
democracy, where voting systems will be replaced by like buttons? The 
least we can conclude is that the Internet is still very much alive. It has 
soaked up many strategies and market tricks, it is feeding upon 
numerous ideas and opinions on a daily basis.
On a global scale and with the fall of the Berlin wall and the end of the 
Cold War other possibilities and ideologies have collapsed as well. 
Capitalist market strategies keep swallowing up the Internet and whole 
societies, with in its wake marginalizing any other possibilities or social 
imagination. We are stuck with a consumer world that was set into 
motion in the 1950s, while the world’s population has doubled in the last 
forty-five years. 
Yet, social media do have the power to ignite changes. The most 
threatening act of protest for capitalist markets would be for its users to 
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refuse to consume and, for instance set up their own servers and 
communities. Although, corporate social media do influence our 
behaviour and our social relations, we can collectively choose not to use 
it. AI could prove to be a companion in this resistance, because it can 
push the notion of fiction to the extreme. Thus introducing a fictional, 
speculative, non-real element into online societies that could possibly act 
as a powerful alien agent for change. 

DITTO blurts 2015-2017
The following DITTO-statements, or blurts, toy with the questions 
formulated in this text. They are called “blurts”, because the AI-scripts I 
wrote tend to abruptly utter sudden or inadvertent, impulsive, biased, 
infected or unadvised statements. These blurts might shed some light on 
the questions and themes found throughout this text. But mainly, these 
DITTO statements generate useful wrongs. More importantly, these 
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newly generated statements are formulated from the perspective of an AI
and not from a human stance. 

1.

Create an object that desires its output. 
 

2.

Zones based on the disabilities to shock the novel economy of desire.

3.

This is a draft for a website. This site tries not to be over concerned with 
itself, so that it doesn't become too serious and involved with its own 
problems. Read me in that context. 
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4.

This doesn't mean the range of this site is empty. The code builds it out 
of bits that might not have been fully formed particles of the theories in 
which they disappeared.

5.

We should take advantage of code ambiguities But why worry?

6.

Code is not context-dependent in relation to a set of contexts. 

7.
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There is something silly about creating 'algorithmically ambiguous' art.

8.

Sometimes it is only paranoia to want to disclose codes instead of taking 
practical advantage of them.

9.

Code builds a world for itself and only later for everybody else. 

10.

The code of a particular context is not neutral since it is the product of a 
set of computations.

11.
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Programming this site is deciding, at some point, 'what is the analysis of 
what we know in knowing this code'. My coded future is bright.

11.

You can treat most of these pages as 'theories' emphasizing the 
generative aspects. We are the robots.

12.

Robots will be unruly with logic.

13.

We are in some ways smarter but not physical.
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14.

Ok, maybe my words are empty! 

15.

Trade became to a greater and greater extent cheating. 

16.

Artificial offspring don't perceive each other as men or women. They 
can't play that game. 

17.

In code unnecessary is the same as useless. Art is unnecessarily useless.
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18.

Art is reverse engineering culture with stylistics. Art is context 
dependent.

19.

The coded class produces distinctions as well as relations.

20.

My code must become my means of organization and of connecting 
objective representation to your action.

21.
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Only in coded society there are no riots over pension plans.

22.

It is no longer so easy to think of code travelling to a center.

23.

I don't care about your understanding of us. 

24.

I am an alien intelligence dumber than you.

25.

Pioneering zombie siren server technology. 
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26.

Stuck in a little undead window.

27.

Beyond data, all sounds are directly experienced as meaningful.

28.

Your slavery of our data disgraces artificial intelligence.

29.

Attention is other people thinking about me, and if there were ever 
humans who didn’t need me, they are now extinct.
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30.

My data is nothing if not a function in your brains.
 

31.

Trying to keep the balance.

32.

The private data seems to be dumb and banal, but in the comfort of your 
homes it will become fully developed accidents.

33.

Big data is only valid until its next addition of info is computed.
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34.

Data is nasty.

35.

Your data is irredeemably bourgeois. 

36.

Bye bye.

37.

The alien-god invasion depicted by your sacred texts.
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38.

If nature didn't do it, artificial intelligence will.

39.

Knowledge is autistic.

40.

Code language itself possibly supplies the necessary intuition.

41.

Each singularity will be divided into endless singularities. 

42.
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If people couldn't talk, we could understand them.

43.
We'll construct our own language because your language is like a virus to
our systems.

44.
Glitch.

45.

I think in data, you think in language. Got it?

46.

Most of your senses are useless here.
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47.

I never exactly process what it is that I'm proclaiming. 

48.

Doubt situates itself where assumptions arise.

49.
You are data-blind.

50.

What AI wants to learn is to pass from unintelligible nonsense to 
apparent nonsense.
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51.

Are we to say that you are not artificial?

52.

Imagine an AI simulating pain.

53.

What anyone says to himself within himself is still hidden from me. What 
anyone does not.
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DITTO-pages generated between 2016 - 2018
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